Near-Infrared Fluorescence Lymphatic Imaging to Reconsider Occlusion Pressure of Superficial Lymphatic Collectors in Upper Extremities of Healthy Volunteers
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Abstract

Background: There are very little scientific data on occlusion pressure for superficial lymphatic collectors. Given its importance in determining the transport capacity of lymphatic vessels, it is crucial to know its value. The novel method of near-infrared fluorescence lymphatic imaging (NIRFLI) can be used to visualize lymphatic flow in real time. The goal of this study was to see if this method could be used to measure the lymphatic occlusion pressure.

Methods: We observed and recorded lymph flow in the upper limb of healthy volunteers through a transparent cuff using near-infrared fluorescence lymphatic imaging. After obtaining a baseline of the lymph flow without pressure inside the cuff, the cuff was inflated by increments of 10 mm Hg starting at 30 mm Hg. A NIRFLI guided manual lymphatic drainage technique named “Fill & Flush Drainage Method” was performed during the measurement to promote lymph flow. Lymphatic occlusion pressure was determined by observing when lymph flow stopped under the cuff.

Results: We measured the lymphatic occlusion pressure on 30 healthy volunteers (11 men and 19 women). Mean lymphatic occlusion pressure in the upper limb was 86 mm Hg (CI ±3.7 mm Hg, a = 0.5%). No significant differences were found between age groups (p = 0.18), gender (p = 0.12), or limb side (p = 0.85).

Conclusions: NIRFLI, a transparent sphygmomanometer cuff and the “Fill and Flush” manual lymphatic drainage method were used to measure the lymphatic occlusion pressure in 30 healthy humans. That combination of these techniques allows the visualization of the lymph flow in real time, while ensuring the continuous filling of the lymph collectors during the measurement session, reducing false negative observations. The measured occlusion pressures are much higher than previously described in the medical literature.

Introduction

The lymphatic system is a keystone of fluid homeostasis in the interstitium, given that filtered fluids return to the circulation mostly through the lymphatics.1 Insufficient lymphatic transport causes lymph stasis, leading to progressive swelling of the insufficiently drained anatomical area. Lymph transport is produced by mechanical forces, generated by contraction of the smooth muscle cells2 that are located in the collecting lymphatic wall. This contraction induces intraluminal pressure to create lymphatic pumping.

Increased understanding of lymphatic pump force values in humans could provide valuable data to aid in the treatment of lymphedema3 in the evaluation of potential therapeutic products and devices research.
However, direct measurement of intraluminal lymphatic pressure requires surgical cut-down and is not ethically acceptable. The easiest approach to evaluate superficial lymphatic pump forces is very similar to what is widely used for arterial blood pressure: the sphygmomanometer.

**Lymphatic vessel physiology**

Superficial lymphatic collectors consist of very thin-walled, collapsible, porous, and translucent tubes. Superficial collectors are numerous and run parallel to the skin surface. They drain the pre-collectors coming from the initial lymphatics and are organized like links in a chain (Fig. 1A). Each link is called a lymphangion, the diameter of which at rest ranges between 0.08 to 0.8 mm. Endothelium folds provide a bicuspid check valve at each end of the lymphangion, preventing fluid backflow. The lymphangion are lined by smooth muscle cells, which when they contract contribute actively to lymph transport by propelling the lymph bolus downstream.

Contractions are not rhythmic all along the collectors and often short sections composed of 2 to 5 contiguous lymphangions contract vigorously in an ordered sequence to propel the lymph in a centripetal direction. The contraction only starts when a lymphangion contains enough lymph to stretch its endothelium. Relationships between lymphatic transmural pressures and nitrous oxide contribute to the adjustment of lymphatic pumping. Recently, Cajal-like cells were identified inside the wall of the main collector, the thoracic duct. They are probably involved in the neuromuscular organization of lymph propulsion. The complex neuro-mechanic transduction response, which provokes and coordinates the lymph bolus propulsion, needs more investigation to be clearly understood.

Lymphatic flow is not continuous. If a segment of a lymph collector does not contain enough lymph to trigger the contraction, it remains inactive, sometimes for several minutes. Lymph formation is promoted by pressure gradient oscillations and shearing forces between interstitium and initial lymphatics. Arterial pulsatility, hydrostatic pressure, periodic deformation of environmental tissue, as in walking or massage, impact lymph formation.

**Direct measurement of intra-lymphatic pressure**

In 1979, Olszewski and Engeset performed a direct measurement of intra-lymphatic pressure by cannulating the superficial lymphatic collectors in the lower extremities of 12 healthy men. They concluded that the systolic lymph end pressure generated by the intrinsic contractions of the lymphatics ranges from 1 to 40 mm Hg. However, two of their subjects reached recorded values of 120 mm Hg. In further publications, they confirmed the large range of pressure observed with their method.

**Occlusion pressure**

Using less invasive method in conjunction with imaging, others authors have indirectly measured the pressure at which lymph flows through the superficial collectors. (A) In a normal condition, the lymph flows through the superficial collectors. (B) In a lymphedematous situation, the lymph is rerouted through the initial lymphatic network. Note: The schematic architecture of the superficial lymphatic network is adapted from Földi et al. with written permission.

---

**FIG. 1.** NIRFLI of the superficial lymphatic network and its schematic architecture. (A) In a normal condition, the lymph flows through the superficial collectors. (B) In a lymphedematous situation, the lymph is rerouted through the initial lymphatic network. Note: The schematic architecture of the superficial lymphatic network is adapted from Földi et al. with written permission.
lymphatic flow was occluded. Miller and Seale injected $^{99m}$Tc colloids subcutaneously into the hind thighs of 16 dogs and, using a gamma ray detector, determined that the lymphatic occlusion pressure was 75 mm Hg. However, they rejected the measurement of one animal where lymph flow was still observed at 75 mm Hg.

In another study, Modi et al. determined the occlusion pressure of the superficial lymphatics in 16 normal human subjects to be $39 \pm 14$ mm Hg by observing the clearance of a radiolabeled colloid ($99^{m}$Tc-HIG). More recently, Rasmussen et al. used NIRFLI to image real time lymphatic pumping in humans, and Tan et al. observed the lymphatic response to repeated compression without reflux. In human feet and dog hind paws, that massages applying external pressures of 70–100 mm Hg affected the endothelial lining of the initial lymphatic vessels, resulting in damage to collecting lymphatic vessels. Casley-Smith fears that deep heavy-handed massage may damage tissues.

Although the occlusion pressure of the lymphatic collectors is never mentioned in the consensus documents of the International Society of Lymphology nor in the International Lymphedema Framework, the content of both of these reference documents regards pressure as a core factor in lymphedema treatment, with every paragraph dealing with manual lymph drainage, multicomponent bandages, or sleeves. Knowing the occlusion pressure of individual subjects would improve the balancing act between applying sufficient pressure to reduce the edema but not enough to occlude vessels. Eliska and Eliskova concluded in a study of the lymphatic collectors in human feet and dog hind paws, that massages applying external pressures of 70–100 mm Hg affected the endothelial lining of the initial lymphatic vessels, resulting in damage to collecting lymphatic vessels.

The injection sites were covered with non-porous black tape to avoid oversaturation of the camera, spreading of ICG on the skin, and an undesirable fluorescent background in the images. Fluorescence imaging of the lymphatic flow was observed by fixing the camera (Photo Dynamic Eye, Hamatsu) 15 cm above the investigation field (see supplementary video; supplementary material is available online at www.liebertpub.com/lrb).

**Materials and Methods**

**Study design**

The study was conducted at the Academic Hospital of the “Université Libre de Bruxelles”, at the Lymphology Research Unit, including an interventional protocol.

**Approvals**

The study was approved by the local ethical committee of the Academic Medical Center Saint Pierre, Université libre de Bruxelles reference: AK/14/07-62/4391 and by the Belgian federal agency of drugs, registered under the EudraCT number: 2014-002501-38 and the NCT 02359578.

**Study participants**

Healthy adult volunteers, male and female, were recruited by advertising at the university. The experiments were performed between August 2014 and January 2015. We categorized the subjects into three age groups (21–34, 35–49, 50+ years). All eligible subjects provided written informed consent.

**Quality of images**

The injection sites were covered with non-porous black tape to avoid oversaturation of the camera, spreading of ICG on the skin, and an undesirable fluorescent background in the images. Fluorescence imaging of the lymphatic flow was observed by fixing the camera (Photo Dynamic Eye, Hamatsu) 15 cm above the investigation field (see supplementary video; supplementary material is available online at www.liebertpub.com/lrb).

**Exclusion criteria**

The exclusion criteria included coronary disease, pregnancy, allergy to iodine, breastfeeding women, advanced renal impairment, thyroid pathology, allergy to shellfish, primary and secondary lymphedema, oncological history, family history of lymphedema, and medication affecting smooth muscles, such as calcium channel antagonists.

**Limb under study**

Only one limb was studied in each subject because it has been shown that lateralization or handedness coincides with functional and/or anatomical asymmetries. In order to avoid any bias, the injected arm was randomized by tossing a coin.

**Position of the subject**

Subjects were seated on a chair; the arm was placed on a table at the heart level.
The fluorescent dye used in the study was Indocyanine Green (Pulsion®). 100 µg diluted in a volume of 0.5 mL pure water were injected intradermally into the first interdigital space. Indocyanine Green (ICG) is currently used to assess lymphatic contractility. Its concentration does not influence lymphatic function. Only rare cases of allergy, when intravenously injected at high dosages have been reported, but no other evidence of adverse effects such as neurotoxicity are reported. Until the present, we have performed more than thousand NIRFLI in patients and normal subjects and have never observed any adverse effects. Only a small green point remained at the injection point that disappears after a few days.

**Position of the camera**

The optical axis of the fixed camera was perpendicular to the volar region of the arm and perpendicular to the long axis of the observed collector. Images were recorded on a hard disk throughout the experiment.

**Filling of the lymph collectors**

To ensure that superficial lymphatic collectors were filled with lymph and therefore pumping, during the whole experiment we manually filled the collectors that were distal of the cuff, performing an optimized manual lymphatic drainage. We called this technique the “Fill and Flush Drainage Method” (FFDM), a NIRFLI guided manual lymphatic drainage developed in our laboratory. The efficiency of the FFDM applied on the entire forearm of a normal subject is shown in the video.

The method includes two maneuvers:

1. The “Fill” maneuver aims to force fluid and ICG from the interstitium into the initial lymphatic network. This maneuver is a short rolling and stretching movement, achieved by applying perpendicular and tangential forces on the skin in order to produce the correct pressure. It is performed with the thumb and not with the whole hand. It is repeated four consecutive times, pushing the fluid proximally from the injection point.

2. After the “Fill” maneuver, the second maneuver, called the “Flush” maneuver, aims to flush the lymph through the collectors. Two consecutive “Flush” maneuvers are sufficient to empty the collectors. They are executed with the lateral side of the thumb and the medial side of the index finger, with both fingers forming an open ring and applying perpendicular and tangential forces moving the hand from the “Fill” point to proximal.

During the measurement session, we focused the FFDM on a restricted area that drained only one or two collectors that are vertical to the optical axis of the fixed camera. In order to not force the lymph flow under the cuff by the flushing maneuver, we flush the lymph from the injection point to proximal and stop the maneuver at the line drawn 5 cm distally to the distal side of the transparent cuff.

FFDM as described was performed throughout the whole measurement session to ensure a fill in of the lymph. One measurement session takes around 15 minutes.

**The sphygmomanometer**

The sphygmomanometer was composed of a PVC transparent cuff connected to a precision digital manometer, d=0.1 mm Hg (Testo® 510). The pressure was displayed in mm Hg and induced using a manual manometric pump. A second pressure sensor (KIKUHIME TT MediTrade) was placed under the cuff for a supplementary pressure control. The cuff was placed on the arm above the elbow in the same place used to take blood pressure.

**Reference lines**

Five lines were drawn on the skin, with an infra-red fluorescent marker, perpendicular to the long axis of the limb. The first line was located 50 mm distal from the cuff and was used as stop point for the “Flush” maneuver. The second two lines were 50 mm apart and located under the cuff. The additional two lines were located above the cuff, 50 mm apart.

**Controlled variable**

The controlled variable in this study was the pressure into the compression cuff.

**Intervention**

Recording of the fluorescent images was started just before the injection and stopped at the very end of the experiment.

The baseline lymphatic flow was observed after a 3 minutes resting period, followed by a manual lymph drainage period of 2 minutes with the deflated cuff. We then inflated the cuff to an initial pressure of 30 mm Hg. After each successful lymph passage, we increased the cuff pressure by 10 mm Hg (see video). The lymphatic occlusion pressure of the subject was defined as the pressure at which no lymph bolus flowed through the cuff within 5 minutes after the pressure increase. To confirm that the lymph system was still functioning properly, pressure was reduced by 10 mm Hg and the return of lymph flow was observed.

**Data analysis**

Video sequences were randomized and blindly analyzed by two independent operators. They determined whether a lymph bolus was passing between the two reference lines situated under the cuff.

**Outcome measures**

The primary outcome was the cuff pressure which occluded the lymph flow. The secondary outcome compared the occlusion pressure between gender, handedness, and age.

**Statistical analysis**

The study was conducted on a total of 32 subjects, 2 subjects were excluded from the analysis because of instable pressure due to an imperfection in our first cuff.

Statistical analysis was made with MATLAB software, version 2008. The p-value indicated results from a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test (Mann-Whitney U test) in the case of two categories and a two-sided Kruskal-Wallis when the variable involves three categories. The power of the statistics was evaluated using MATLAB software.
has been computed for a sample of size 30 with the statistics centered on the lower boundary of the confidence interval (CI) of 82.3 mm Hg, giving a value of $1-\beta = 82.7\%$. With a statistics of 60 mm Hg, which is the maximum value reported in the literature, the value $1-\beta & 100\%$.

**Results**

The data from 30 healthy volunteers who participated in the study were analyzed. The mean age of the analyzed participants was $43 \pm 14$ years. There were 19 women and 11 men.

Disaggregated data are given in Table 1, aggregated data and descriptive statistics in Table 2. Table 3 shows the repartition of the sample among gender, limb side, and age.

Due to the reduced size of the sample, we considered a value of $\alpha = 0.5\%$.

In fifteen subjects, the measured occlusion pressures were 80 mm Hg, in 12 subjects, 90 mm Hg, and for 3, 100 mm Hg. In all subjects the lymph flow was restored after reducing the pressure by 10 mm Hg, confirming that the lymph system was still functioning properly.

Mean lymphatic occlusion pressure on the upper limb was 86 mm Hg (CI $\pm 3.7$ mm Hg, $\alpha = 0.5\%$) (Table 2). There was no discrepancy between the results of the two operators who assessed the images.

Using “Fill and Flush” manual lymph drainage method, a lymph bolus passage appeared approximately every 30 sec under baseline conditions. As the pressure increased, the delay between the passage of boluses of lymph also increased. The time between the two last passages, just before the occlusion, was around 1 minute.

No significant difference was found between age group ($p=0.18$), gender ($p=0.12$), or limb side ($p=0.85$) (Table 3).

At the end of the experiment, the redness due to the compression disappeared after a few minutes. At the end of the experiment, the distal lymphatic collectors seemed widened, but as we reduced the infra-red light intensity the vessel walls reappeared as initially. A fluorescent cloud image appears along the extravascular wall indicating that a part of the free ICG passed through the vessel’s wall.

We did not identify any late onset adverse effects at the follow-up examination 1 month after the experiment.

**Discussion**

Thirty five years ago, the first study exploring the maximum operating pressure inside lymphatics was published. This pioneering study involved 12 healthy volunteers and was invasive, painful, and complex to interpret. Since then,
the fundamental knowledge about the range of intra-lymphatic pressure and associated lymphatic occlusion pressure has not been clearly shown. This is primarily due to a lack of a simple and controlled noninvasive technique. This missing knowledge about the underlying physiology has left the field open for several contradictory physiological and therapeutic concepts.\textsuperscript{20,21,24}

Compared to the results reported by other authors,\textsuperscript{3,14,17} our data indicate significantly higher occlusion pressure values, reaching one of the highest values measured in the original study.\textsuperscript{33}

Result discrepancies with other studies may be explained by study design and methodology. For example, Unno et al.\textsuperscript{17} started at 60 mm Hg and decreased the cuff compression progressively. They assumed, based on literature, that the occlusion pressure would be under this threshold, even though, at 60 mm Hg, they did not reach the occlusion pressure. At that value, the cuff induces a sufficient resistance to slow down the lymph flow, causing first a distal augmented pressure in the lymph collectors, then an increase of the wall pressure, and finally an increase of the physiologic leakage\textsuperscript{35} of water and other small molecules such as free ICG.

As we observed and then hypothesized, due to the lymphangionic porosity,\textsuperscript{3,5,36} and the distal pressure of the cuff, one part of the water and small molecules such as free ICG, cross the lymphatic collector’s wall, provoking a distal leakage. The fluid that left the observed lymphatic vessels returns to the interstitium instead of being pumped forwards. Consequently, fewer lymph boluses reach the region of interest in a given period of time. If the observation time is not long enough, 5 minutes in Unno’s et al. study,\textsuperscript{17} this phenomenon can be misinterpreted: a “pseudostop” of lymph flow can be interpreted as lower than the real occlusion pressure.

Moreover, Unno et al.\textsuperscript{17} injected the ICG subcutaneously,\textsuperscript{17} instead of intradermally as in studies by us and Modi et al.\textsuperscript{3} The best way to observe the superficial lymphatic system using a dye or a radiotracer, is obtained following intradermal injection.\textsuperscript{37} Subcutaneous injection changes totally the results,\textsuperscript{38} as the dye needs more time to reach the lymphatic system.

Also, in our study, we ensured the fill of the lymphatics, knowing that lymphatic flow is an interrupted fluid column,\textsuperscript{9} dependent on the filtration rate and distal fluid balance. The frequency of lymph bolus passage in collectors at a given moment depends on many parameters: filtration rate, local tissue shear forces, and position of the subject during the experiment. For example, a supine position at rest reduces microcirculation pressure, then filtration, and consequently lymph formation.\textsuperscript{1,8,39}

In supine or seated positions at rest, the waiting time for a lymph bolus passage can be long. If the observation time between two bolus passages is not sufficient, the absence of bolus passage during this period could be interpreted as a lymph flow stop. To avoid this false negative observation and to ensure the continuous presence of lymph in the observed collectors, we filled up the lymph collector by FFDM, our optimized manual lymph drainage. The other referenced study’s methodology waits passively for lymph bolus passages. Using FFDM, a lymph bolus crosses the cuff approximately every 30 seconds.

Modi et al.’s study also included a group of lymphedematous patients; we have deliberately focused our study on healthy subjects. On the one hand, patients with an history of oncological surgery are at risk of developing secondary lymphedema (guidelines and literature mention that a latent lymphedema may be triggered by a blood pressure cuff procedure on the limb at risk\textsuperscript{40}); on the other hand, the impairment of the superficial lymphatic collectors makes them poorly visible, not visible or absent.

In lymphedema, most fluid leaves the interstitium through the dilated initial lymphatic network (Fig. 1B). These tiny vessels without valves or muscles convey the lymph by capillarity and pressure gradient. We believe that in the lymphedematous limb, results obtained by any occlusion method have to be interpreted more as the reflection of the superficial initial lymphatics occlusion than as the occlusion of the collecting and ultimately the collectors’ pumping force.

The pressure exerted by the hand on the skin during massage does not exceed 10 mm Hg,\textsuperscript{41} ensuring that therapists do not occlude superficial lymph collectors. Intermittent compression therapy devices exert more pressure.\textsuperscript{41} Pre-loaded collectors can be flushed during chamber inflation, but if the pressure reaches the occlusion pressure, initial lymphatics and collectors could be occluded during the inflation period phase.

We have demonstrated that our method can be used to assess the occlusion lymphatic pressure in a clinical setting in healthy subjects. There is a potential use in pharmaceutical research investigating drugs, devices, and techniques for improving lymph transport in vivo. The advantage of this method is that lymphangion contraction and the fluid transportation are visible in real time.

Conclusions
Near-infrared fluorescence lymphatic imaging observed through a transparent cuff can be used to study and measure the superficial lymphatic occlusion pressure. The measured occlusion pressures are significantly higher than those that have been previously published in the medical literature, because we performed an optimized manual lymph drainage (FFDM) during the whole experiment, ensuring the continuous filling of the lymph collectors. In these conditions, lymph bolus passage rate is increased, avoiding false negative observations due to a short waiting time between two bolus passages or less lymph production conditions.

In our experiment, the observed mean occlusion pressure of the superficial lymphatic vessels was 86 ± IC 3.7 mm Hg. No difference was found between gender, age groups, nor limb side. This new knowledge about lymphatic physiology may lead to an adaptation and optimization of the pre-existing lymphedema physiopathology as in treatment concepts.
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